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Five stars for Forster’s songs
wrapped in love and family

The story behind Robert Forster’s eighth solo album
is already assuming classic proportions, and the Go-

Betweens co-founder has outdone himself with a
masterly set of songs.

By ANDREW MCMILLEN
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Brisbane singer-songwriter and Go-Betweens co-founder Robert Forster, whose eighth solo album 'The Candle and The Flame' is a five-star effort composed of songs wrapped
in love and family. Picture: Stephen Booth
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Hanging by a thread, we discover how

much we want to live, and how much

we are loved — two lessons that can

come

too late, but here they are, as straight, pure and

tasty as sunshine after rain. The story behind

Robert Forster’s eighth solo album is already

assuming classic proportions: with many of its songs
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drafted, recording plans for the former Go-

Betweens co-founder, 65, were knocked sideways

when his wife Karin Baumler was diagnosed with

ovarian cancer. Urgent chemotherapy followed;

outside, a pandemic raged. Under such terminal

clouds you’d expect a brittle or melancholy work,

all vulnerability and shadow philosophy. First single

She’s A Fighter signalled something very different:

an aggressively melodic song that sounded like an

art-rock Celtic war-cry, laced with Baumler’s tense

xylophone strokes, threatening electric lead and

smashed shopping trolley percussion from son Louis Forster (ex-The Goon Sax) and

his sister Loretta contributing pulsing bass, with dad Robert on equally hard-driving

acoustic guitar chanting out a minimalist two-line lyric: “She’s a fighter / Fighting

for good.”

Sly as a fox, Foster follows with the slinky, loving Tender Years, built around a witty

storybook metaphor where “her beauty has not withered / from her entrance in

chapter one” and spiced by typically arch asides to the listener that “love scenes are

at night”. In I Don’t Do Drugs, I Do Time, Forster can “make it stop and rewind / to

correct mistakes of mine”, a comical concept with flashes of deeper nostalgia.

There’s also a playful rebellion here and elsewhere that echoes The Freewheelin’

Bob Dylan; a shrugging off of weight on the line between romantic adventure and

folky spareness. It’s Only Poison sounds as if written during Baumler’s ultimately

successful treatment, but it’s an earlier work, a singalong dispensation encouraging

someone to escape their toxic fate. Final track When I Was A Young Man says its

brotherly thanks to David Bowie, Lou Reed, David Byrne and Tom Verlaine, making

only gentle reference to their first names, its biographical sparks of debt and love

mirrored in a recording that is live-in-a-room with a musical family and a few close

friends in fine and shining form.
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